
Chapter 7

Operational Situations 
and Environments

Engineers advise commanders of the effects of
natural and artificial restrictions to movement and
present methods of counteracting these restrictions.
Engineer support is necessary when the nature of the
obstacle, terrain, or operation exceeds the maneuver
units’ surmounting capability. When evaluating
tactical situations, Marine engineers must consider
mission assignments, operational environments,
engineering capabilities, and available equipment.
These varying operations and environments have a
great impact on engineer tactics, required equipment,
and speed of mission accomplishment. 

JOINT OPERATIONS

Future operations involving MAGTF forces will be
joint  operations with other Service engineers
working concurrently within the area of operation.
While each Service organizes and trains for specific
missions, MAGTF engineers must understand other
Services engineer capabilities and how MAGTF
engineer operations fit into the joint environment.
There are several command and control relationships
used during joint operations to facilitate general
engineering support to the Joint Force. These
relationships usually do not involve Marine and
Navy engineers in the MAGTF but will  affect
MAGTF’s external sourcing for support. 

MARITIME PREPOSITIONING 
FORCES OPERATIONS

Maritime pre-positioning force (MPF) operations are
a strategic deployment option. These operations join
a MAGTF with preposi t ioned equipment  and
supplies aboard a forward deployed marit ime
prepositioned ship. A Navy support element (NSE) is
normally required for MPF offload and throughput.
The MPF’s goal is the rapid establishment of a
combat ready MAGTF ashore. Airlifted by the Air
Mobility Command (AMC), MAGTF and NSE
personnel  secure an area in or  adjacent  to an
objective area to assemble with their equipment in
preparation for operations ashore. This capability is

global in nature, naval in character, and suitable for
employment in a variety of circumstances. 

The foremost engineer requirement for this type of
operation is developing the infrastructure to support
the influx of personnel and equipment. Along with
developing beddown sites and staging areas, existing
ports,  beaches, and road networks can require
improvements or development.

JUNGLE OPERATIONS

Engineer operations in the jungle include road
construction, stream crossing, expeditionary airfield
construction, water treatment, mine warfare, and
mapping.  For  deta i led informat ion on jungle
operations see FMFM 7-28, Jungle Operations.

Road Construction
In normal operations, enemy resistance usually
determines the rate of advance. In jungle operations,
the ability of engineers to construct and maintain
roads and trails may determine the rate of advance. In
most jungle areas, roads are relatively undeveloped
or nonexistent. Those that exist are generally narrow,
winding, and not capable of supporting landing force
vehicles. Heavy rainfall and lack of drainage make
construction difficult, placing the majority of the
engineer effort on constructing and maintaining
essential roads and trails.

Wet-Gap Crossing
Selection of crossing sites must reflect the impact of
heavy rainfall  and flooding condit ions.  Flash
flooding is characteristic of most jungle areas. To
expedite operations, the MAGTF should employ
standard bridging where possible.

Forward Operating Bases
The clearing and drainage problems encountered in
road construction magnify during the construction of
forward operat ing bases .  This  type of  jungle
construction consists of rehabilitating old abandoned
airfields, small liaison type strips, helicopter and
vertical/short takeoff and landing sites, and new
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construction near beaches or other naturally open
terrain.

Potable Water
Water sources are abnormally abundant; however,
water treatment is essential due to the presence of
harmful organisms.

Mine Warfare
The jungle forms a very effective obstacle against all
vehicles. Mines and other manmade obstacles exist
mostly on roads, trails, and patches of cleared
ground. 

Mapping
Because of the inaccessibility and rapidly changing
features in the jungle, maps reflect only locations of
major terrain features. Swamps, streams, inlets, and
lagoons seldom appear and any contours shown are
ra re ly  accura te .  Engineer  reconna i ssance  to
supplement existing data is of prime importance.

Construction Material
The jungle provides an abundant supply of timber;
however, there will usually be a requirement for the
Seabees to establish or use captured sawmills to
provide lumber. Sandbags disintegrate rapidly and
require periodic replacement.

MOUNTAIN OPERATIONS

Mountainous terrain characterized by exaggerated
terrain features, heavy woods, rocky crags, glacial
peaks, extreme weather, high altitudes, and limited
routes of communication require the dedication of a
large segment of the engineer force for lines of
communications, construction, and maintenance.
Roads and trails in the mountains usually require
extensive construction, improvement, maintenance,
and repair to withstand traffic and severe weather.
Construction operations are extremely slow, time-
consuming,  and complicated by lack of  local
material, heavy equipment operating difficulties, and
enemy de fens ive  ac t iv i t i e s .  Employment  o f
demoli t ion and use of  mines are  par t icular ly
effective. To accomplish essential tasks, engineers
mus t  u se  mechan ica l  a s s i s t ance  such  a s  a i r
compressors,  power saws, heavy construction
equipment, large quantities of explosives, and
sufficient transportation. Helicopters can be an
invaluable transportation asset. To support mountain

operations, engineer training should include cable
and rope rigging, demolition of rock formations,
mountain climbing, mountain road clearing and
construction, employment of helicopters, expedient
stream crossing, and bridge construction. FM 90-6,
M o u n t a i n  O p e r a t i o n s ,  p r o v i d e s  a d d i t i o n a l
information.

Road Construction

The construction of roads and trails in mountainous
areas is one of the most important engineering tasks.
Development of an extensive road network involves
the intensive use of personnel, material, and time.
Initial work improves existing roads and trails using
the advantage of natural routes. The extensive road
network normally found near beaches are seldom
available in mountain operations. FM 5-430-00-1,
Planning and Design of Roads,  Airfields,  and
Heliports in the Theater of Operations—Road
Design, provides additional information. 

Stream Crossing

Engineers employ standard bridging to the greatest
extent possible. Expedients such as rope crossings
and cableways are useful in mountain operations.

COLD WEATHER OPERATIONS

Arctic operations may occur in arctic regions and
areas of North America and Eurasia. For military
purposes, the arctic is that portion of the northern
hemisphere lying north of the tree line. The arctic
consists of polar sea, polar land, and ice pack areas.
The subarctic is  an area of extremes with hot
summers and extremely cold winters. In the arctic,
vegetation is dwarfed and scrubby, and lines of
communications consist of roads, trails, and limited
water travel. The arctic is a cold, snow-covered
desert with an average annual rainfall of about 8
inches.

Road Construction
Rivers used as water highways in the summer and ice
roads in the winter significantly enhance movement.
Some roads and trails exist but are undeveloped and
limited in trafficability. Road networks and railroads
are practically nonexistent making road construction
a major operation. Operators exposed to the elements
rapidly become fatigued and require regular relief
after short periods. Continuous operations, except for
shor t  per iodic  s tops  for  operator  checks  and
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m i n i m u m  e q u i p m e n t  m a i n t e n a n c e ,  p r e v e n t
equipment from freezing. Cross-country movement
of units without engineer support is extremely
difficult.

Stream Crossing

The numerous lakes, swamps, and streams require
increased quantities of stream-crossing equipment
including ferries and fixed and floating bridges.
Because of the temperature, deep fording is not a
recommended option regardless of the time of year.
As a result, there is an increased requirement for
manpower, crossing equipment installation, and
maintenance. Drainage throughout the subarctic
complicates efficiency because rivers flow north and
ice starts to melt in the south. This causes flooding
until the river mouths thaw.

Construction

Field construction time and difficulty of conventional
engineer  work are magnif ied in cold weather
operations. Environmental characteristics that
complicate engineer tasks are permafrost, extreme
and rapid changes in temperature, wind, snow, ice
storms, and flooding. 

Potable Water

Major sources of water supply, in order of efficiency
and economy, are drawing water from under rivers or
lakes, melting ice or snow, and drilling wells. The
collection of melting ice and snow in quantities
required for unit requirements is impractical and only
done in an emergency. Heated shelters are often
necessary for  operat ion of  water  purif icat ion
equipment. If water is not available under rivers or
lakes, special or improvised ice-melting equipment
must melt ice in place. Shaped charges are far
superior to hand tools for cutting holes through thick
ice to prepare a water hole. See FM 31-71, Northern
Operations,  and FM 10-52, Water Supplies in
Theaters of Operations, for additional information on
obtaining water.

Fuel

Cold weather operations require increased testing, re-
circulation, equipment maintenance, and fuel usage
due to extended equipment operation requirements.

DESERT OPERATIONS

Although desert areas are not usually uniform, they
contain common physical characteristics such as a
lack of water and vegetation, extreme temperatures,
bright sunshine and moonlight, dust storms, mirages,
and dry river channels. Operations in the desert,
compl i ca t ed  by  supp ly ing  wa te r ,  i nc r ea sed
requi rements  for  camouf lage  ass i s tance  and
d e c e p t i o n ,  a n d  s p e c i a l  p r o b l e m s  i n  f i e l d
fortifications, significantly task engineer resources.
There is generally a reduced requirement for road,
airfield, and bridge construction than in other
conditions. Engineer reconnaissance and terrain
analysis are crucial operations because desert terrain
is rugged. FM 90-3, Desert Operations, provides
details on desert operations.

Potable Water
Water  supply is  the  most  important  engineer
operation and presents the most difficult problems
for engineers involved in desert warfare. Control of
water sources is critical. Water reconnaissance is
intensive and continuous. Water supply points
require adequate defenses from air raids. The general
lack of concealment and the required dispersion of
troops compound the problem of water distribution
and increase the required number of water supply
points. Special well-drilling and pumping equipment
is required to supplement normal water purification
and storage capabilities because Marine Corps
organizations do not possess an organic capability to
drill and pump water from wells.

Camouflage
Engineers and their equipment provide assistance to
individual unit camouflage activities.  Lack of
vegetation presents a considerable problem in desert
camouflage. Desert camouflage measures consist
primarily of deception of the nature of objects rather
than concealment. Deception plans are elaborate,
ca re fu l ly  p lanned ,  and  coord ina ted  wi th  a l l
components of the landing force.

Field Fortifications
The desert normally lacks materials for construction
purposes. Even under ideal conditions, moving and
e m p l o y i n g  f o r t i f i c a t i o n  m a t e r i a l s  i n v o l v e s
tremendous volume and weight. For this reason,
desert operations discourage the use of permanent
structures.
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Mines and Obstacles
Due to the speed with which mounted operations
progress in desert terrain, the use of mines to prevent
s u r p r i s e  a s s u m e s  c o n s i d e r a b l e  i m p o r t a n c e .
Minefields are often the only obstacle placed in the
pa th  of  the  enemy due  to  the  manpower  and
equipment demands of other obstacle options. Desert
minefield emplacement involves large quantities of
mines  emplaced over  vast  areas .  The lack of
landmarks complicates recording the location and
layout of minefields. The effect of wind on desert
sand may result  in either exposing or burying
emplaced mines, rendering them ineffective. Track
patterns,  unless carefully camouflaged,  make
minefield gaps and lanes easily detectable.

Vehicles and Equipment
Heat, dust, and cross-country movement pose special
maintenance problems for all types of vehicles and
equipment. Sand and dust are particularly hard on
fuel and lubricating systems. Tire, spring, axle,
filters, and engine life shorten because of heat and
operation over rough, stony, and sandy terrain.
E x t r e m e  h e a t  b u r d e n s  e n g i n e e r  e q u i p m e n t ,
particularly cooling systems. Heat and dust affect the
efficiency of equipment operators and mechanics.

Construction
Road construction in desert warfare is less extensive.
The relatively unrestricted mobility of vehicles
(especially tracked vehicles) makes extensive road
networks unnecessary. Tractor drawn drags usually
suffice except in loose sand or stony ground, and
matt ing usual ly  proves  sat isfactory for  shor t
distances over loose sand. Mud is a special problem
during the rainy season. Gully crossing and rainy
season operations require the use of bridging.
Forward operating base construction considerations
include surfacing and dust reduction.

RIVER-CROSSING OPERATIONS

River-crossings are second only to amphibious
operations in complexity and vulnerability. A river-
crossing operation is not specifically the same as a
b r i d g i n g  o p e r a t i o n ,  t h o u g h  t h e r e  a r e  m a n y
similarities. These similarities may vary only by the
degree of the operational situation. Whether the
crossing operation is hasty, deliberate, or retrograde,
it requires advanced planning, training, coordination,
and considerable equipment. Command and control,

planning, unit relationships and responsibilities, and
participation by various units are different with each
type and size of crossing operation. MCWP 3-17.1/
FM 27-10, River-Crossing Operations, gives detailed
instructions on the conduct of this type of operation.

Hasty River Crossing
A hasty river crossing is a decentralized operation
using organic, existing, or expedient crossing means.
A hasty river crossing is conducted by elements that
have  been sui tably  augmented wi th  cross ing
equipment and personnel well before anticipated
c r o s s i n g  o p e r a t i o n s .  I t  i n c l u d e s  t h e  r a p i d
decentralized seizure of existing crossing sites and
requires minimal concentration of forces with no loss
of momentum.

Deliberate River Crossing
A deliberate river crossing is conducted when a hasty
crossing is not feasible, when offensive operations
begin at a river line, or when forced by a significant
river obstacle. It requires detailed planning and
centralized control, with heavy reliance on crossing
assets and personnel from CSSE engineer assets.
Normally a deliberate pause allows the concentration
of combat power and additional bridging or rafting
assets. It normally requires the clearance of the
e n e m y  f r o m  t h e  e n t r y  s i d e  o f  t h e  r i v e r  a n d
suppression of enemy forces on the exit shore.

MILITARY OPERATIONS ON 
URBANIZED TERRAIN

Urbanized terrain is a complex and challenging
environment. It possesses all of the characteristics of
the natural  landscape,  coupled with manmade
construction, resulting in an incredibly complicated
and fluid environment that influences the conduct of
military operations in unique ways.

Military operations on urbanized terrain (MOUT) is
def ined as  “a l l  mi l i ta ry  ac t ions  p lanned and
conducted on a topographical complex and its
adjacent natural terrain where manmade construction
is the dominant feature. It includes combat-in-cities,
which is that portion of MOUT involving house-to-
house and street-by-street fighting in towns and
cities.” (MCRP 5-2A, Operational Terms and
Graphics )  MOUT affects  the tact ical  opt ions
available to a commander. A built-up area is “a
concentration of structures, facilities, and population,
such as villages, cities, and towns,” that form the
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economic and cultural focus for the surrounding area.
(MCRP 5-2A)

Buildings are readily made into fortresses by
reinforcing structures with material available locally.
Cellars, sewers, subway tunnels, thick masonry
walls, reinforced concrete floors, and roofs provide
excellent cover and concealment. Obstacles created
using craters, demolished walls, overturned or
derailing railroad cars, steel rails, autos, and rubble
are excellent for canalizing movement that is easily
covered with fires. Time, equipment, and ingenuity
are the only limits to the creation of complex
obstacles systems. FM 31-50, Combat in Fortified
Areas and Towns ,  and MCWP 3-35.3, Military
Operations on Urbanized Terrain (MOUT), provide
additional information.

Major engineer tasks during combat in urban areas
are—

l Clearing mines and booby traps from avenues
of approach and other areas.

l Clearing obstacles.
l Performing specialized demolition missions

that are beyond the capability of the combat
units.

l Securing subterranean avenues of approach to
include sewers, subway systems, and cellars. 

l Providing advanced mine warfare training and
recommending additional unit demolition
allowances to all combat units. Reaching
specific understandings on which unit will
provide additional demolition allowances is a
critical planning step.

l Assessing the need for unique items such as
r o p e  l a d d e r s ,  g r a p p l i n g  h o o k s ,  w a t e r
production and/or purification, bridging across
buildings.

ASSAULT ON A FORTIFIED 
POSITION

Assault on a fortified position involves the following
four phases: 

l Reducing outposts and developing the attack. 
l Breaking through. 
l Extending the gap by isolating and reducing

emplacements on the flanks. 
l Moving reserves through the gap to encircle

and isolate the remaining fortification while
the attack continues. 

The entire action requires precise coordination with
supporting arms such as artillery, air power, and
other available crew-served weapons. During the
attack, infantry and engineers breach large obstacles
protecting the fortification. Clearing minor obstacles
is the mission of specially organized and equipped
infantry teams. After the breach, engineers create and
maintain routes through the gap and assist in making
t h e  c a p t u r e d  e m p l a c e m e n t  u n s u i t a b l e  f o r
reoccupation or suitable for use by friendly forces.
Also, the engineers’ organic weapons systems (e.g.,
shoulder-launched multipurpose assault weapon
[SMAW], 240G, and demolition) can augment the
assault force in reducing enemy forces near the
breach or in controlling the breach as the assault
forces continue their mission deeper into the enemy’s
rear area.

HELICOPTERBORNE 
OPERATIONS

Marine engineers support fixed-wing, air-landed, and
helicopterborne operations. Cargo aircraft l ift
capability and availability will normally control the
employment of heavy weapons and vehicles such as
tanks and amphibious tractors, as well as heavy
engineer equipment. Helicopterborne operations
normally result in a reduction of equipment engineers
can bring. This causes an increased emphasis on field
expedients using local material which greatly limits
the engineer support available to helicopterborne
units. However, given adequate transportation assets,
the standard items of engineer equipment organic to
all engineer units are generally adequate to support
these operations. Heavy engineer equipment required
later in the operation requires transportation to the
objective area by surface means or heavy cargo
aircraft. 

The employment of the helicopterborne assault, as a
part of the amphibious assault, has changed engineer
operations and the echelon at which such operations
occur. While engineer missions and functions have
remained, lightly equipped units require engineer
support to be highly mobile and flexible. The use of
hel icopter  t ranspor table  engineer  equipment
enhances the support capability of landing sites and
zones. Tasks focus on improving mobility of the
supported unit. When the assault unit reverts to
parent unit control, the engineer platoon supporting
that assault unit reverts to control of the engineer
company commander .  Engineer  p la toons  a re
normally equipped with demolition, hand tools, chain
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saws, and other hand-carried equipment. Engineer
units supporting helicopterborne assault operations
limit their tasks to the performance of hasty, field
expedient tasks using hand tools, small powered
tools, small dozers, and demolition. Limited items of
heavy equipment are often air transported to the
landing  s i t e  to  accompl i sh  c r i t i ca l  eng ineer
requirements. Normally, mechanical equipment
which exceeds the helicopter lift capability is not
available. Labor-intensive engineer tasks require
augmentation from supported unit troops. 

AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS

Amphibious operations normally require the landing
force to make a waterborne assault  within the
objective area. This is the most critical phase of the
landing operation. Engineers assist assault units by
accomplishing priority beach area combat support
engineer tasks. Priority engineer tasks requiring rapid
accomplishment include beach reconnaissance to
determine beach exits, breaching of vehicle lanes
through al l  types of  exis t ing and reinforcing
obstacles from the high water mark inland, and
clearing obstacles from the beach to facilitate the
landing and rapid movement inland of maneuver
units. An engineer’s first priority is breaching lanes
for the passage of assault troops and vehicles. This
involves integrating combat engineer teams into the
first units ashore. Breaching, accomplished by both
explosive and nonexplosive means, is the priority of
effort for these teams who may require supporting
arms reinforcement. When essential for beach
support operations, engineer troops initiate beach
obstacle clearance beyond the capability of the
landing force support party.

Engineer Considerations in 
Amphibious Operations

Considerations affecting engineer operations include
type of terrain, coastline configurations, suitability of
routes of communication, availability of airfields,
extent of existing infrastructure, use of existing
infrastructure by the landing force, climate, weather,
and available engineer resources. Decisions affecting
engineer operations include—

l Commander’s concept of operations ashore.
l Landing beaches, landing zones, and drop

zones select ion.  Engineers  may need to
coordinate breaching operations (if required)
with the Navy concerning the impact of the

presence of mines, i.e., deep, shallow, or very
shallow waters on the MAGTF commander’s
planning and scheme-of-maneuver;

l Proposed limits to the area of operations. 
l Tentative date and hour of landing selection.
l Amount and type of military construction

anticipated at the theater level. Special interest
and planning should be given to maintaining
trafficability in transition zones between
bodies of water and dry land. These areas, if
not carefully planned and constructed, will
deteriorate rapidly under heavy usage.                                

Engineer Shipping and/or 
Transportation Requirements
The landing force mission dictates equipment and
material items essential for engineer support in the
objective area. The size and weight of engineer
equ ipmen t  r equ i r e  spec i a l  cons ide r a t i on  i n
planning, conducting, and sustaining engineer
support operations ashore. Close coordination with
the  G/S-3,  G/S-4,  and embarkation off icer  is
essential.

Transportation.  Transportation availability places
certain limitations on the types and quantities of
equipment and material transported to support the
landing force .  Inadequate  t ranspor ta t ion can
significantly reduce engineering capabil i t ies.
Supporting commands and agencies must be aware
of special transportation requirements. Supported
commanders and their staffs must be aware of the
anticipated level of engineer support throughout the
planning phase.

Ship to Shore. The limited ability to land engineer
equipment during the early phases of the amphibious
assault constrains engineer support ashore. Using
landing craft as the sole method of ship to shore
movement causes many engineer assets to remain
embarked aboard assault shipping until causeways or
other means of debark develop. 

Supply and/or Resupply. Transportation limitations
and distances from supply resources dictate time-
phased projections of material requirements. These
requirements should be anticipated and planned for
before the commencement of the operation.

Control
During the initial stages of the assault, decentralized
engineer operations allow task-organized combat
engineer units to provide direct support to the initial
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assault forces. Although this configuration may be
necessary for landing, it limits the commander’s
ability to reinforce or realign engineer support during
the early, critical stages of the landing. Once ashore,
the engineer commander regains control of all of the
engineer units.

Embarkation and Rehearsal 
Embarkation. Engineers should be aware of their
i m p a c t  o n  t h e  l a n d i n g  p l a n  a n d  e q u i p m e n t
preparation as part of the pre-embarkation; once
embarked, changes to the landing plan are difficult.

Rehearsal. Engineer elements participate in the
amphibious assault rehearsal to ensure proper timing,
teamwork, communications, and verification of any
special techniques. For example, it is essential that
engineer elements scheduled to take part in the initial
beach obstacle breaching effort participate in all
rehearsals. Other engineer units should participate,
provided undue hazard to equipment does not exist. 

Engineer Impact on the Landing Plan. The landing
of engineer equipment, unarmored and vulnerable to
all weapon systems, must be weighed against the
operational situation and the requirements for
obstacle breaching equipment before assets move
ashore.

Preparation of Equipment.  The landing plan,
landing craft being employed, and hydrographic
conditions in the objective area determine the need to
prepare equipment for deep water fording. Certain
critical items such as mines, handtools, fortification
materials, and explosives require mobile loading to
aid rapid movement ashore. Limitations of available

t r anspo r t a t i on  r equ i r e  cons ide rab l e  ca re  i n
determining priority of critical items.

Pre-embarkation Responsibilities.  During the pre-
embarkation phase, engineer units provide assistance
to the MAGTF as required. Possible tasks include the
preparation of staging areas, loading areas, and
related facilities; assistance in palletizing and crating
heavy material for other units; improvement of
access routes at the loading areas; and, under some
circumstances, the operation of loading equipment
during the loading phase. These activities may carry
over to the actual embarkation phase.

Engineer units normally embark as combat engineer
platoons and companies attached to the infantry
battalions and regiments they will support upon
landing. Headquarters and service company and
support company of CEB embark with the division
headquarters and other division troops. MWSS and
ESB engineers embark with the groups they will
support on the landing.

These suggested movement relationships occur at the
engineer company level or lower. A reinforced, task-
organized engineer platoon of the ESB normally
suppor t s  a  Mar ine  exped i t i ona ry  un i t  and  a
reinforced engineer company normally supports a
regimental landing team. Early phases of the assault
will include elements of the ESB when required.
ESB assets usually embark and remain under the
contro l  of  the i r  headquar ters  for  cent ra l ized
employment. However, the wide range of missions
assigned in support of both ground and air operations
may render initial centralized control impractical.
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